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KOELLING LEADS FALCONS' SWEEP
The junior shortstop went 5-for-6 with a HR in the two wins over Ashland;
BG victorious 6-2 and 16-4 to improve record to 13-6
... see Sports p.5
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Weather

High 44
Low38c

BRIEFLY Soviets, U.S. confer
on Baltic problem
CAMPUS
Grape boycott growi: The
People for Racial Justice committee
joined several other groups
Wednesday by unanimously
endorsing the United Farm Workers
Grape Boycott.
"We do not want Food Operations to
support an industry that perpetuates
the misery of a group of people and
Bresents a health risk to consumers,"
le committee stated.
Their resolution condemns the
miserable conditions farm workers in
Calif ronia are subjected to and the
use of pesticides.
MCO applications due:
The Medical College of Ohio's
guaranteed early admissions
program will close applications
Friday, April 13. Application
materials are available at the College
of Health and Human Services, 102
Health Center, or caU 372-7774.
Cards for hearts: Today at 3
p.m. eight members of Sigma Phi
Epsilon will start playing pinochle
and won't stop until Saturday at 5
p.m.
"For 50 hours they're going to stay
in one room playing pinochle for the
American Heart Association," said
Bryon Speakman, philanthropy
coordinator.
The fraternity house will remain
open, during the marathon
game-playing, to accept donations
and sell T-shirts. Also, a free
internship from Apple Computers can
be won, he said.
This is the 16th annual pinochle
marathon.

CITY
Murder trial set: Dale

Ferguson, accused of murdering
10-year-old Steve Bankey Jr. with a
.22 caliber rifle in February, will go
on trial May 15 according to Wood
County Common Pleas Court Judge
Gale Williamson.
Ferguson has pleaded not guilty by
reason of insanity and is being held in
the Wood County Jail on $100,000
bond. His next hearing is scheduled
for April 27.
Ferguson, 30, is accused of shooting
Bankey with the help of 19-year-old
Tassick P. Zimmer after a night of
drinking at the suspects' East Poe
Road apartment. Zimmer has also
pleaded not guilty. His next hearing is
Friday at 10 a.m.

STATE
Stun guns OK'd: Akron city

Council voted unanimously to
approve the purchase of as many as
100 more stun guns for police officers.
Police Capt. Edward Irvine said 27
stun guns were issued to officers in
October on an experimental basis.
They are being used only by officers
on the drug street unit and the special
weapons and tactics team.
The battery-powered guns use
electrical current to subdue a person.
Rick McPherson, president of
Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 7,
said guns give police an alternative to
a firearm or nightstick and can help
them control an incident' 'much
quicker without a full-blown struggle
and fight on your hands."

HISTORY
On this date: In 1967, student
body presidential candidates
slammed the University's
administration and their own council.
"It Is a harmful myth, propagated
by those in power," Evans said, "that
says the Board of Regents or the
Administration knows more about
education than the faculty or
students."
The independent candidate lost to
University Party candidate Rick
Helwig who had called for increased
social regulations.
Compiled from local and wirereports

by Barry Schweid
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Secretary of State
James Baker Ul said Wednesday he
was encouraged that the Soviet Union
seems to be considering a referendum
in Lithuania to determine the future of
the independence-minded Baltic republic.
"A referendum is, of course, one way
for parties to express selfdetermination," Baker said as he
'opened three days of talks with Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze on such diverse issues as Lithuania, arms control and the Soviet
economy.
"We will be exploring the question of
the degree to which there is, in fact, the
beginning of some dialogue in Moscow," Baker said.
Talking to reporters, Baker said he
intended to ask Shevardnadze about

the cancellation of scheduled meetings
between Lithuanians and officials of
the Soviet Interior ministry. Shevardnadze, however, seemed to be unaware
of such scheduled meetings.
"What happened today I have no information yet," the foreign minister
said through an interpreter.
Responding to another question,
Shevardnadze insisted the Soviets had
not used force to deal with the secession movement in Lithuania.
"Of course," he said, "in any country, in any state, measures are taken in
order to have order, in order to have a
normal situation. And this is this elementary order that is being established.''
The State Department lobby was
cordoned off and dozens of uniformed
guards and security agents in civilian
garb kept watch. A guard with a German Shepherd dog stood at the entrance.

More money asked
for aiding minorities
by Jill Novak
staff writer

The lack of financial aid for minority
students spurred a People for Racial
Justice Committee recommendation
Wednesday to double the amount of
University scholarships and needbased aid for minorities.
Joe Trevino, assistant director of
admissions, raised concern for the issue, citing only 25 annual minority
scholarships available — 10 of which
are $2,000 renewable and 15 for room
and board.
"That's all we have," he said.
Obviously, students offered more
money from other schools would probably choose the school offering the
most money, he said, which causes recruitment to bring in students who do
not have as high ofcredentials.
"It's frustrating, because although I
had seven students with Hispanic
backgrounds show interest in coming
here last year, only one of those seven
showed up (because of lack of financial
aid)," he said.
In addition, Trevino said he thought
the number of scholarships awarded to
black and Hispanic students should be
"equal across the board."
"I don't like the way the scholarships
are separated now," he said.

However, Jack Taylor, director of
multicultural affairs, disagreed with
Trevino's assessment of the situation
and provided statistics to show the distribution.
A total of 97 minority scholarships
have been awarded as of spring 1990,
Taylor said, and of those:
61 were awarded to blacks, representing 62 percent of the scholarships,
C28 to Hispanics, 29 percent of the
scholarships,
D7 to Asian Americans, 8 percent of
the scholarships, 1 to a Native American Indian.
Blacks did receive more scholarships
than Hispanics, but these numbers
must be compared to the percentages
of the minority population at the University, he said.
The campus is comprised of 528
blacks (70 percent of the population),
127 Hispanics (17 percent), 91 Asians
(12 percent of the population) and 12
Native American Indians.
"I want someone to explain to me
why (the distribution of the scholarships) is unfair," Taylor said.
Clarence Terry, director of minority
recruitment, said it is "going down the
street backwards" by attempting to divide scholarships "12 here, 12 there or
one-half here, one-half there.
O See Spanish, page 3.
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Flying High

Sophomore Tom Sorboro goes for a slam dunk during a two-ontwo basketball
game on the roof of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity house. Freshman Derek
Eiler said the altitude of the court gave them "perceptions of playing in Denver for
the Final Four."

Deadline '80s activism fulfills '60s

to register
is nearing
by Wynne Everett
city writer

Voters planning to cast their ballot in
the May 8 primary must register with
the board of elections by Monday, April
3.
Students who are voting for the first
time, have not voted for the last four
consecutive years or who have moved
into a new county since last voting
must register by 9 p.m. next Monday.
Students registered in Wood County
who have moved to a new precinct
must also file a change of address form
with the board of elections by April 9.
Registrations may be filed with the
Wood County Board of Elections, the
student's home county board or Secretary of State Sherrod Brown's office.
Brown said he hopes to boost the traditionally low turnout among voters
ages 18-21 through several programs
that make it easier for college students
to vote.
Students are eligible to register in
either their home counties or the
county in which they attend school and
registration may be done by mail with
Brown's office.
Brown said he believes this year's
races are particularly important to college-age
voters.
?
'I think it's important to look at the
□ See Vote, page 3

by Jill Novak
staff writer

The surge of political uprisings and
reforms throughout the late 1980s have
grown from similar uprisings in the
1960s, according to Richard King, a
world-renowned
social critic from the
University of Nottingham who spoke
Wednesday night as
part of the Edward
Lamb Peace Lecture.
One can view the
events of the '80s as a
fulfillment of what
started in 1968,
said to a group rf «"n8
more than 150 people in the Joe E.

Brown Theater.
"I don't think it is accidental that 'We
Shall Overcome' (a song which was
part of the '60s civil rights movement)
was heard in Tiananmen Square," he
said, calling this "an emergence of
shared protest."
Many people see the policies and cultures of the 60s and '80s as related, yet
there were several differences, King
said.
For example, students and young
people assumed a more prominent
place in the events of the '60s and the
mood was very different than the current mood.
There are "few displays of ioy now."
in country's which have made significant reforms, he said.
Instead, there has been more of a
"gentle revolution," involving orderli-

ness and good naturedness in Easter
European countries, King said, and
"earnestness, responsibility and no
exuberance or hopes," in Central
Europe and Russia.
King went on to explain much of the
population in the Central European
countries, which have made the
greatest strides, may be more interested in acquiring VCRs than the right
to vote.
The right not to be involved in politics
seems a more welcome release to
many Europeans, King said.
He cited a television show where a
Polish woman spoke about her new
right to political involvement, by saying "what do I care who is in government if I can't buy food for my children
"
D See King, page 4.

Britain softens new tax law
by Maureen Johnson
Associated Press Writer

LONDON — Recognizing it
is in serious political trouble.
Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher's government has
moved to blunt the impact of
its unpopular new local
government tax.
But even though the socalled poll tax has provoked
protest and a demonstration
that turned into a riot Saturday, the government shows

Thatcher supports unpopular bill
no sign of backing down.
Instead, Thatcher is taking
a gamble she can make the
tax palatable by the mid-1992
deadline for the next election.
And, even close aides acknowledge, is an uncertain
prospect.
"That's the question, and I
don't know the answer," said
a Thatcher aide, speakine on
condition of anonymity. "It is
not easy to be popular when

you are taxing 17 million
more people."
On Tuesday, Environment
Secretary Chris Patten
ordered 20 high-spending
local authorities to impose
lower taxes and cut their
budgets for the current fiscal
year. He said the move would
reduce the bills of 4 million
people by $504160 a year.
The tax that took effect
April 1 averages $592 a person

a year, about one-third higher
than the government target
It must be paid by most of the
38 million adult Britons. Previously, only some 12 million
property owners paid local
government taxes.
But the immediate effect of
Patten's "capping" of the
high-spenders was to exacerbate the controversy.
The opposition Labor Party
was angered that no authorities ruled by Thatcher's
Conservative Party were on
the list.
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College breeds
student apathy
College is making students selfish-and society
is suffering because of it.
Traditionally, the greens of higher education
have been the battlegrounds for many of America's
social and political issues. But throughout the last
decade, the fires of discontent have been reduced to
a few scattered embers.
After the peak of rebellion centered around the
Vietnam War in the 1960s, college students have
never been as vocal about trying to make their
world a better place.
With a few notable exceptions, marches, rallies
and sit-ins seem to be things of the past — events of
the "hippie" era. Ideals such as peace, free love
and equality were the foundations for their insurrection.
Today, college students are characterized as upwardly-mobile, assertive and self-motivated individuals with bright futures ahead of them. The
competitive nature of society has forced them into
menially draining and emotionally exhausting
roles with which they can barely keep up.
College life in this new age has forced people to
become apathetic. Jobs are necessary to pay for
expensive school tuition, internships are necessary
to find better jobs after graduation, and everclimbing grade point averages mean constant
study.
Students who stop to help someone — who stop to
care — fall behind.
Spending time working for a political or social issue will cause students to lose that competitive
edge over their classmates. Fearing such a lapse,
these achievers realize they cannot stop the whirlwind tour of the university.
Occasionally, a few bold activists or the media
take time to point out the ills of society — the homeless problem, the disintegration of the ozone layer,
racism and sexism — and perhaps for a few seconds, students stop and feel guilty for not taking a
stand.
The young people of the 1990s are no less troubled
by these problems than their counterparts several
generations earlier — they just have directed their
energy toward different goals.
They sincerely don't intend to be apathetic, but
the selfishness instilled in them on their way to
graduation leaves them with no option.
Marching in rallies, writing to congressional representatives or distributing literature to increase
awareness takes up valuable time which could be
spent polishing a resume, searching for job opportunities or building contacts in the "real world.
Activists are to be commended for their sacrifice
of personal goals to act for the better of society as a
whole. They have the courage to put their own lives
on hold for the present to work for the future.
However, students — as a whole — can no longer
take credit for intitiating change and making a difference as they once could and this notably has kept
American society from improving during the last 20
years.
Colleges claim they were established to broaden
horizons, open minds, encourage free discussion,
and teach new philosophies, but all students seem
to be learning is competition, greed and selfishness.
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It's not easy being clueless
Being clueless is a real bummer.
So me times Ijust do n't know
whati'm doing . If I keep busy
enough I can pretend I have a
pretty good grasp of world
events and my life — but it's all
a lie. I'm Mister Clueless.
Each day I stumble into the
wall and stub my toe. I stagger
into the bathroom and miss my
target. Then the reward. A hot,
chunky, steaming cup of potent
coffee.
I may know how to make a
good cup of coffee, but any semblance of expertise ends there. I
often feel like Cliff, the
"Cheers" mailman. He knows a
little bit about everything, but
not a lot about anything.
Sure, I manage to find out
about revolutions, riots, natural
disasters and Faculty Senate
debates, but if anything breaks
I'm screwed.
"If it ain't broke, don't fix it,"
some rocket scientist once said.
However, if it is broken and you
can fix it — take advantage of all
the simpletons like Tinker.
My surname implies that I can
fiddle and putter and probably
get something to eventually
work. Not true. A long string of
broken, twisted, sputtering mechanical doodads nave plagued
me for as long as I can remember.
How incompetent have I been
with anything having gears,
wires or current? So incompetent, Santa Claus used to give
my brothers really cool robots
and trains, but all I got was Play

Dough and Lincoln Logs. (No, no
TinkerToys.)
My car broke — again — last
month. A front shock was
snapped by a BG pothole. ReKirs were expensive, but not
i big a deal. At least I knew

sun shines at night and the cow
jumps over my room.
My roommate — the man they
call Zoe — punched the power
switch one afternoon and pap,
snackle, crop. Smoke filled the
house and I thought of Buddy
Holly and the day the music
died.

Viewpoint

Now, I watch television with
interest, and not just "The
Simpsons."

by
*.£
5.
James A. jiffWrir
Tinker
columnist

On a shelf, James Brown,
Glenn Miller, Elvis, the Beatles,
Traffic, Kiss, Ethel Merman
and other artists collect dust. I
collect stamps.
Without my Fischer Price
stereo I've had to rely on THE
SHARK and a Johnny Cash tape
to substitute for my beloved
albums.

what was broken. Of course, Mr.
Hoodwink found a few "other"
problems and parts would add
up, he said.
That same week the tub clogged and took a week to drain.
Then it drained into the wall for
another week. I was dirty for a
few days, but nobody noticed. At
least the landlord was more than
happy to pay for all repairs.
You owe me fifty dollars. I'll
putyoutowork."
Then at the end of the week the
unthinkable happened. My
stereo broke.
Slowly, I've been slipping into
a misfit world where cats bark
and dogs climb trees. Where the

Counseling helps. I joined a
group therapy session with some
other folks and we had our first
session Wednesday night. Our
group leader was a pretty
blonde named Penny.

Planning Office is writing the
required legislation and, even
with hearings and time for debate, is expected to be in place
this year.
For several years, I have
filled out a form sent to me by
the Panhellenic/TFC Council soliciting suggestions for improving Greek-community relations.
My replies have been consistent.
I have always volunteered to be
available to talk, formally or informally, about the problems of
off-campus housing. Perhaps
my critics, Mr. Adam and Mr.
Michelitch, will sometime in the
near future, see fit to offer me
an invitation.
Jim Davidson
First Ward Councilman

Byments. As far as I know,
;re is no "forthcoming University health plan."
I wish to make it clear that
this year's Graduate Student
Senate does not support mandatory health insurance. However,
there is agreement among the
GSS assembly and the executive
council that were an affordable
health insurance plan available

"I'm OK you're OK," she began. We threw a sheet on her
and beat the hell out of her and
flew out of that IPCO cookoo
nest.
Then we trucked on over to the
local tavern and got loaded on
Shirley Temples and cried about
our technical woes. The guy next
to me told me about the troubles

he had with automated teller
machines.
"I can never remember my
secret number and I never know
how much money I can take.
Plus, I've forgotten the money
more than once," he whined.
"Shut up idiot!" a little sorority girl bellowed.
The therapy groups unofficial
111' was pissed off because her
umbrellas would flip up about
everytime she ventured into the
BG wind showers.
Some dude at the end of the
bar started muttering to himself. His babbling grew louder
and louder until finally he was
shouting.
"Ah sndoiur bimina uhyhg
kontender," he roared.
What, what the hell's wrong
with you man?
He fell from his bar stool and
trudged toward the battered
jukebox. It had been busted for
years. He squatted beside it and
the crowd gasped. The 111' 'rority
girl began to swoon.
" This man was displaying the
most awesome crack any of us
had ever seen. A real REPAIRMAN!
Tinker is a columnist for The
News.

Letters
Councilman wants
to work with Greeks
To the Editor:
Two students have recently
expressed criticism of both
Bowling Green City Council and
myself as First Ward Councilman. They feel the Greek
system is being unfairly treated
because of a recent zoning
change which requires an increased number of parking
spaces for all fraternity and sorority houses in either S or R districts. This was a very reasonable and needed change.
Consider the Theta Chi house
on North Main Street. It was
constructed under the old law
and actually showed excess
parking at the time it was built.
Within three years, such a demand for increased parking was
generated that the owner.
Robert Maurer, purchased and
converted the old Bonded Gas
Station at the corner of Ridge
and Main streets to a parking lot
for use by the Theta Chi's. This
was a most realistic solution to a
very real problem. Similar
needs around town have been
recognized for some time by
different branches of your
government.
At a recent city-community
relations meeting, both Mayor
Ed Miller and Councilwoman
Pearl Opplinger explained this
ordinance was only a beginning
as it would be extender! in the
near future to include all new
construction of multipleoccupancy buildings. Evidently
this explanation was disregarded discrimination against
Greeks. Currently, the City

Article misleading
In a statement made by BG
News staff writer Matt Mighell
in the March 13 issue, it was
claimed that "GSS unanimously
supported a health insurance resolution which would impose
mandatory health insurance on
all graduate students." This
statement Is incorrect and misleading. The essence of the resolution passed during the March
9, General Assembly meeting
was that, as employees, graduate students who receive assistantships and stipends should
also receive a comprehensive
health insurance package as
part of their stipend award.
Graduate students are valuable
University employees who
should be protected. The stipend
to be provided with reasonable
priced health Insurance with
payments made via general fee

through BGSU, students without
their one sponsored health insurance plan could be persuaded
to avail themselves of the BGSU
sponsored health insurance
plan. Were such a plan to be developed, it should also be made
available to undergraduate students.
Ricardo Frazer, President
Graduate Student Senate

War on drugs will not reduce demand
There are increasing numbers
of innocent people being caught
in the crossfire of violence relating to the sale of illegal drugs.
More and more citizens are being robbed and hurt each day.
As the government has been telling us in the news, there is a demand for drugs in this country,
and they contend this is why the
distribution and sale of these
substances has been such a lucrative enterprise. And that
"going after the user" will reduce the demand. But what
nearly all of them fail to ask is
"Why the demand?" And
—what effect is our current policy of "demand reduction" and
"user accountability" having on
those who make up the demand
(i.e. the users)?
What many In government fail
to recognize is the relationship
between the extreme profitability of illegal drugs and their prohibition. Whenever there's a
demand for something, it will be
supplied by someone. The lower
the supply, the higher the price.
So, the higher the risk in selling
drugs, the higher the cost is going to be and the greater the re-

wards for selling them. Also, in
terms of the addict, the more
difficult (it will be) to afford,
(which will) lead to theft and
robbery to obtain the money
needed to buy the drug, in order
to support the habit.
There is also the assumption
that drug users have something
inherently wrong with them that
makes them susceptible to drug
addiction. But this is not how we
treat alcoholics. Perhaps if we
would extend our compassion to
drug addicts as well, things
would be better off. If all we do
is take away their drugs and jail
them, how will this help them to
become better citizens? I believe one of the keys to lessening
our drug problem is to ask ourselves: ''Why do so many Americans take harmful drugs?"
Perhaps to escape from life?
What is it about you and me that
we don't take these drugs? Why
do some people wish to drown
out their lives with drugs? What
is it about some people's lives
that makes them wish they weren't living?
Ken Kraska, BGSU Alumnus
Toledo, Ohio
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Navy fights drug war Groups unveil drug plan
by Michelle Banks
staff writer
Mandatory drug testing has been found to be
successful in reducing drug use in the U.S. Navy,
but the number of sailors taking drugs is still considered a problem, according to a federal navy investigator speaking on campus Wednesday.
Darryl Toler, special investigator for the Naval
Investigative Service, explained drug testing is
conducted on a random basis by social security
numbers.
"The urinary sis testing also proves to be an effective deterent," said Toler, who was brought to
campus by the Prevention Center and the College
of Health and Human Services.
Toler also attributed the decrease in drug use to
the absence of mandatory military recruitment.
"Because there is no draft now, all sailors are
volunteer and we are receiving a higher quality of
sailor (than in the past)," the NIS agent said.
Although the number has decreased drastically.
Toler said the presence of drugs in the navy still
constitutes a problem.
"The problem is still there, but not to the extent

staff writer

A group of students working to
rid drugs and alcohol from campus announced a fall plan they
nope will curb substance abuse
on Thursday "party nights."
The University's chapter of
BACCHUS — Boosting Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning the
Health of Undergraduate Students — and the Black Student
Union are sponsoring weekly
discussions in a "coffeehouse
format starting this fall.
The discussion sessions have
been titled "Campus Expressions," and will be every Thursday night in the Bowl-nGreenery, according to Jacque
Daley, director of the University's Prevention Center for Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse.

it once was," he said. "Some of my most challenging moments have indeed been on significant narcotics seizures."
In addition to narcotics investigation, the NIS
also handles any other felony investigations. "We
run the entire gamut of criminal activity," Toler
said.
Much of the work concerning the NIS requires
undercover investigations —something which
Toler used to participate in and now supervises.
Describing undercover work as an exciting
thrill,'' Toler said the job requires a certain type of
personality.
"There are a lot of stresses involved," he said.
"Sometimes people go so deep undercover they
cannot contact their families for months."
The obvious physical dangers also add to the
hazards of undercover investigations, Toler said.
None of his men have ever been killed while in an
undercover job and Toler said he has never been
harmed— a factor he attributes to luck and his
physical size.
"I have never been assaulted, I guess because of
dumb luck," Toler said. "Professionalism also
helps — if you don't antagonize people they will not
be provoked to anger."

Vote

D Continued from page 1.
after," Terry said.
"Twenty-five (scholarships)
isn't enough," he said.
However, Taylor said, it is
necessary to look at the situation
in perspective to decide how the
University wants to spend its
money, and where the money for

additional scholarships would
come from.
In addition, the committee
question whether University
officials want to compete in the
process of "buying students" —
the competition to see who will
offer prospective students the
most money.

352-757i

:

□ Continued from page 1.

Spanish
"We should just be trying to get
more for minority students in
general," he said.
If the University wants top
students, they should offer
scholarships, but "right now
there is no full ride scholarship"
and "those are the types of
scholarships we should go

~ Target: 'party night'

by Jeremy S. Weber

Sailors'use diminishing, but problem still exists

gubernatorial candidates and
see which one has the better
higher education record,"
Brown said. "That's something
that definitely affects students.
Wood County Board of Elections Director Evelyn Lotz said
voter turnout for primary elections is generally low, but she
hopes more people will vote this
year.
"Well, we encourage them,"
she said. "I think they need to
understand how important that
one vote is. People have been

/ rtzzA%.
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Local artists and entertainers
will also perform throughout the
evenings, she said.
"Our idea is to have a
different campus organization
or sponsor every week and a
different issue brought out,"
Daley said. "We know that
Thursday is a big party night, so
we want to provide a social
event without drugs."
During a meeting Tuesday
night, the group discussed plans
for the coffeehouse with campus
organization leaders in attendance.
Daley said the goals of the
group are:
to provide an open forum for
free-sharing of talents, experiput in office with one vote. Issues have passed with one
vote."
Lotz said she believes apathy
is one main reason voter turnout
is low.
"I think, more or less, people
take it for granted," she said.
"It's not just the students
though, lots of people don't come
oittV^

Brown also said he believes
many student voters do not realize the value of their vote or the
impact it has on their lives.
"I think they don't make the
connection between what the
government does and what hap-

„«£

♦
♦

pens in you lives," he said.
Brown said his office is planning a major campaign for the
November general election to
fump up young voter participaion including registration
drives and "get out the vote"
campaigns.
"I've always been told by politicians to forget the campuses
because students don't vote," he
said. "But I'm not willing to accept that. We're going to keep
doing what we've done all along
by working with groups on camEus and spurring along registraon."
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Platter

Saturday 11'til 9
Mini Reg. Sub
& Cup Of Soup

Sunday 11'til 9
Pizza
Smorgasbord

•3.75

•3.50

•4.50

Friday 11 'til Gone

Roast Beef

S*i«d. Sowo ft Km Cimun

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

352-9951

Glass City All Stars
Thursday thru Saturday
April 5th - 7th

Jeans N Things
531 Ridge

352-7204

* Mini Pitchers are Back Every Monday A Wednesday *
HOURS:

ring Fever in B.G.
As warmer weather approaches :
Things to Do
Dining

Fashions

Entertainment
Music

Advertising Deadline: Thursday, April 5, 4 p.m.
Tabloid Format

372-2601
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OF- WINGS
THE BEAST FROM THE EAST IS
DEALING A SUPER SPECIAL^

The BG News
Monday. April 16, 1990

Mnn. - Sat.
Sunday

THE

Special Edition

214 West Hall

□to promote interaction
among varied social groups,
□to provide a social environment for communication in an
area free of alcohol and drugs.
Campus Expressions will fill
the need for positive reinforcement for drug-free lifestyles,
Daley said.
"All their lives, students have
been told what not to do, like
'just say no,'" Daley said. "This
will give them something positive, something to say yes to."

352-757i

\

T-shirts and crews

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Monday ihru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

ences, opinions and knowledge,
□to encourage University organizations to sponsor a session
and to spend a part of the evening discussing an issue of concern to the group,

nt

f GET AN EXTRA V. DOZEN WINGS |
I WITH PURCHASE OF ANY LARGE |
IORDER OF HOT. BBQ. OR W1SEGUY|
WINGS WITH THIS COUPON
I
^OyPON€CPIR€S b/4/90____j

EAT AT SPOT'S
FREE DELIVERY
EVERYDAY
ii:00 a.m. IO 2:00 a.m.
125 E. COURT
352-SPOT
\ow Open Until 2.30 am on Fri. & Sai.

MID AM MANOR

1

APARTMENTS
are within walking distance to campus
for Summer 1990 and Fall 1990-91
school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
• 2 bedroom furnished, 9 month lease for $525
• unfurnished, 9 month lease for $395

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380
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Films, zoo trip
awaiting 'sibs'
byTaraA. Rainson
staff writer

Students' younger brothers
and sisters will swarm the
campus as the University
hosts its annual "Sibs and
Kids Weekend'' April 6 to 8.
Two of the biggest weekend
events will be movies and a
trip to the Toledo Zoo, according to Steven Dealph, Sibs
and Kids weekend coordinator.
The University Activities
Organization will sponsor 8
and 10 p.m. showings of
"Honey, I Shrunk the Kids,"
and midnight showings of
"Back to the Future," UAO
graduate adviser Lisa Fargo
said. Admission will be $1.50
for students and 50 cents for
children.
Tickets for the two fourhour Saturday zoo trips will
cost $2 for students ana $1 for
children, and will be sold at
the University Union Oval at
8:30 a.m. Saturday. Buses for
the two trips will leave the
Union Oval at 9:30 and 10:30
a.m., Dealph said. Children

must be accompanied by
University students.
The weekend is a chance
for students to form better relationships with their younger
brothers and sisters, Dealph
said.
"When students go to college, their relationships with
younger siblings change,"
Dealph said. "This is an opportunity to familiarize
(younger siblings) with the
college experience."
The event is also an opportunity for high school students interested in attending
the University to familiarize
themselves with the campus,
he said.
"It's easier to come here
when you've got a sib or family member who can show you
around," he said.
The event, formerly called
"Little Sibs Weekend", was
changed to "Sibs and Kids
Weekend" last year to accomodate older students who
have children of their own,
Dealph said.
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Greenbriar Inc.
UUe will be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1990
• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 ThursrJn, 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.
• Campbell Hill Apartments- 3 Bedrooms

BG Easter egg hunt slated
by Sandra Kowalsky
staff writer

The hunt is on.
More than 4.000 boiled and
Clastic eggs will be colored and
idden throughout City Park
this Saturday for the city's annual Easter egg hunt.
Joan Gordon, executive director of Bowling Green Chamber
of Commerce, said between 500
and 600 children participated in
the hunt last year.
"Special golden plastic eggs
will nave paper in them allowing
children to claim a prize and
other plastic eggs will be filled
with jelly beans, Gordon said.
All University fraternity and
sorority chapters will be responsible for coloring half of the 330
dozen eggs and the Wood County
Senior Center will dye the rest.
Fraternity and sorority members will then hide the eggs.
Grace Nash, activities director for the Wood County Senior
Center, said the seniors take
pleasure in coloring the eggs.

Give
another birthday

THE
TANNING
CENTER
lO Visits $19.95
With This Ad
3 LOCATIONS
HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. WOOSTER
6 Beds Available

353-3281

Coll or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

8OUTH8IDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. MAIN
5 Beds Available

353-8826
WASH HOUSE
250 N. MAIN
7 Beds Available

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F
Sat.

9a.m.-5p.m.
9a.m.-lp.m.

"They enjoy it and do it in no
time flat," Nash said. "They enjoy seeing how creative they can
be with the colors," she said.
Nash said a lot of the seniors
also have grandchildren who
will participate in the hunt.
Ryan Dunham, president of
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity,
colored eggs for last year's hunt
and said this year, pairs of
fraternities and sororities will
get together to dye eggs.
"Last year, we made funky
designs on the eggs." Dunham
said. "People put their fraternity letters on them or they put
their own initials or stickers on
them."
Eggs were sold at reduced
irices and donated to the cause
jy area grocery stores. Prizes
were donated by local merchants and BG Beverage will
store the eggs until Saturday.
Special appearances at the
hunt include the Easter Bunny,
Leftie Litter Critter, and Woody
Bear from the Woodland Mall.
Weather permitting, the hunt
will begin at 1:30 p.m. for ages 3
and under, 1:45 p.m. for ages 4
and 5, and 2 p.m. for ages 6 to 8.

E

King
Q Continued from page 1.
In Russia, a free market economy with wage and price controls is necessary, King said,
because many Russians nave no
incentive to work.
A common saying in the Soviet
Union is "we pretend to work

BG News/Mark Deckard
Alpha Gamma Delta Activities Chairperson Maggie Veverka (left)
and Marie Applin, community service chairperson of the Panhellenic Council, color Easter eggs at the Alpha Gamma Delta house.

and they pretend to pay us,"
King said.
Right now, Germany, Japan
and Sweden are the most relevant models for Eastern
European economic reform,
King said.
In an attempt to relate all of
these global changes to American culture. King said the events

Bowl 'n' Greenery
Healthy 'n' Hearty Buffet
11:30 - 2
$3.99
.$4.50
4 - 7.
• Salad & Fruit Buffet
• Hot Entrees, Vegetables & Soups
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
• Unlimited Beverage
Located in the University Union
Coupons, Cash,
Master Charge & Visa Accepted

reinforce the idea "we have arrived at the post modern era,"
and this is "the collapse of the
last great master narrative of
political culture."
However, no one should support the claim we have solved
our major problems, because
"we have not reached the best of
all possible worlds," King said.

FINAL NITE!
Tonlte Is Bargain Nlte
All Seats $2.50

7:15 4 9:15
SUrts APRIL «th "Ern.it Go.1 lo J.ll'

354-1559
We honor local competitor! lower
advertised price (bring In AD)

'Your Tanning Professionals'
-Since I960-
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Theguy looked litea student, but AlvTn
suspected his out-of-town cheek.

SIBS & KIDS

SIBS & HIPS

SIBS & KIDS

SIBS & KIPS

SIBS fit KIDS

The Ultimate
One Man Circus

Bobby Hunt
Banking locally can make shopping a lot easier. And OC's
StudentCheck account is designed especially for college students...
with a low opening balance and a low monthly service fee that
can be waived with an average monthly balance of just $400. So
check into StudentCheck at Ohio Citizens. And you won't be a
stranger anymore.

OHO CITIZENS BANK
OC Branch-735 S. Main St. • MONEY CENTER-434 E. Wooster

will perform
Friday, April 6 at 8:00
in the Student Services Forum
Bring your Sibs and Kids
It's Free
55/6®
SIBS & KIPS

SIBS fit KIPS

SIBS & KIPS

SIBS & KIPS

SIBS & KIPS

Falcons tune up
for MAC foes by
beating Ashland
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

Just call Wednesday's twinbill
against Ashland University an
investment which yielded immediate returns while increasing the potential for future MidAmerican Conference dividends.
We're not talking about IRA's,
stocks or bonds, but instead a
sweep of the Division II Eagles
which twice jingled BG's win
coffer while preparing the Falcons for their MAC opener Friday against Ohio University.
"With the weather the way its
been plus to play in weather like
this, ft was good to get out and
play in this. Falcon coach Ed
Platzer said. "A lot of pitchers
got to throw and everybody on
the team got to play and contributed for a couple of team wins.
"Right now that's really key
with the conference starting on
Friday."
Wednesday's victories, 6-2 in
the first game and 16-4 in the
second, proved just what the
broker ordered. With four of
BG's last five games cancelled
because of inclement weather,
Platzer deperately needed to
work his pitchers to prepare for
the upcoming weekend.
He successfully did that, utilizing against the Eagles six pitchers who each threw about two
innings — enough to keep them
sharp yet not so much as to prevent them from playing Saturday.
It was, in fact, pitching that
determined the twinbill's outcome. BG (13-6) received strong
pitching from its deep corps

Price, Cavs ground
Hawks; continue
the playoff march

while UA's inexperienced hurlers could not do the job.
The Falcons immediately
jumped all over the Eagles'
Charles Meyer (0-5) in the first
game, scoring their first four
batters for a 4-0 first-inning
lead. Junior shortstop Brian
Koelling, who went 5-for-6 in the
two games, led the charge with a
lead-off home run, his second of
the season.
Meanwhile, BG hurlers Dave
Freese, Vince Metzger (2-1) and
Derek Common (three saves)
combined to hold UA to six hits.
In the second game, the Falcons broke a 2-2 tie with a sevenrun second inning, sparked by
eight hits off losing pitcher Steve
Ousley (2-3). BG's Jeff Corey
and Daren Stiles hit triples in
the inning.
Aided by three Eagle errors,
the Falcons also crossed the
elate five times in the fifth. Starsr Chris Fugitt (2-0) received
the win by pitching three innings
of the game which went only six
innings because of darkness.
"We've been up and down all
season like we were today," said
first-year AU coach Steve
Whitmyre, who was a three-year
assistant coach at BG. "We'll
play well for a while, like we did
today, then go into spurts and
fall apart."
Given his familiarity with BG,
Whitmyre said the Falcons are
much improved over last season
and should have a successful
MAC campaign.
"Every single guy on the team
has improved," he said. "And
I'm really impressed with their
attitude. They look like they're

Shortstop Brian Koelling receives congratulations from his teammates
following his lead-off home run in the first inning of the Falcons' 6-2 win
over Ashland. Koelling leads the Falcons with a .433 batting average.
Bowling Green won the second game 16-4 to sweep the Eagles.

really keeping their poise. They
would make a mistake and I
thought we had them on the
ropes, but they would bounce

Bowling Green State University will be
holding o Public Ruction on Tuesday, April
10, 1990 beginning at 3:30 PM in the
Student Services Forum. Auctioneer: N.
Keith Bradley, Bowling Green, Ohio. For
more information please contact: Kathy
Phillips, Inventory Management Dept.,
372-2121.

2 GROUPS
both groups depart Union Oval
1st group depart at 9:30 a.m.
return at 1:30 p.m.
2nd group depart at 10:30 a.m.
return 2:30 p.m.

USG

USG

Multi-Cultured Affairs and Human Relations
Student Welfare
National State Community Affairs
Public Relations
University Committees
Treasurer
Applications are in 405 Student Services and are due Friday,
April 6, 1990.

USG

USG

USG

&

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE
are now renting
apartments that feature
•
•
•
•
•

available upon request
$2 for strollers
ID for wheelchairs
TRIP SPONSORED BY RESIDENT
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

CALL 352-9378 TODAY
Preferred Properties 835 High St,

USG

University Courts Apts.

$2 ADULTS, $1 2-11 YR.
DINOSAUR EXHIBIT Add. $1.50 EA.
Bring Lunch or $$$$$

- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
- Includes membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

9-month and 12-month leases
One and two bedroom apartments
Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
Central air
No pets please

(419) 352-0164

-t Rooo,

s
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V

Sunday
Brunch Buffet - 55.75
Monday

Italian Chicken Breast - $4.00
Tuesday - Steak Night
Wednesday
All You Can Eat Spaghetti - $4.00
Thursday
All You Can Eat Ribs - $4.00
Hours:
Sunday
Mon.-Thur.
Friday
coupons, cash &
charge accepted

5

University Village

registration: 1st group 8:45 a.m.
2nd group 9:45 a.m.
LIMITED SPACE
FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS

1515 E. Wooster
NEXT TO CAMPUS
Now Leasing
for Summer & Fall

USG

USG is now accepting applications for
Cabinet and Organizational seats next year.

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

-•-

USG

Now is the time to get
involved with USG

USG
SIBS AND KIDS WEEKEND
TOLEDO ZOO TRIP
SATURDAY APRIL 7, 1990

'Last year that didn't happen.
It shows the experience on the
team."

•After a snooze, catch THE BG NEWS"
USG

BICVCLC
RUCTION

right back.

RICHFIELD, O. (AP) — Brad Daugherty scored 24 points
and Mark Price dished out a career-high 20 assists as the
Cleveland Cavaliers beat the Atlanta Hawks 101-95 Wednesday
night, leaving the teams tied for the final playoff spot in the
Eastern Conference.
The Cavaliers won for the 10th time in 14 games while sending the Hawks to only their second loss in six. Both teams are
35-38, with nine games to play.
Cleveland won the season series 3-2, taking an important tiebreaking advantage should the teams remain tied for a playoff
berth.
Price was cold from the floor, making just three of 15 shots,
scoring 14 points. John Williams added 20 points for Cleveland.
Dominique Wilkins led Atlanta with 33 points and Moses Malone had 17.
Atlanta led throughout most of the game, taking a 58-48 halftime advantage on a spectacular 22-point hall by Wilkins.
Eighteen of his first-half points came on dunks, twisting layups
and short bank shots.
Daugherty hit a short baseline jumper to begin a 14-3 surge
at the start of the third quarter. The Cavaliers finally got the
lead with an eight-point flurry in the fourth quarter, spurred
once again by a short Daugherty baseline shot.
Daugherty finished the run with a short hook that made it
38-84 with 6:40 to play. The Cavaliers sealed the victory when
Craig Ehlo sank a layup with 46 seconds left for a 98-90 lead.
Cleveland outscored the Hawks 25-15 in the fourth quarter.
Larry Nance scored 18 points for Cleveland but left after
twisting his ankle in a scramble for the ball with about six
minutes left. He walked off the court on his own, limping
slightly.
Team physician John Lombardo said the ankle would be
X-rayed Thursday. The initial report said it was sprained.
Price said his 20 assists were simply a product of his poor
shooting.
"When your shot's not going, you get it to the other guys
whenever you can," he said. "Our big guys were doing really
well tonight.
"They (the Hawks' guards) weren't backing off me to
double-team inside, so that left our big guys one on one underneath, and there aren't many teams that can stop our big guys
one on one."
Cleveland stepped up its defense in the second half, bothering the Hawks with occasional full-court pressure. Wilkins,
however, said that had little to do with the turnaround.
"We didn't have the same intensity in the second half," he
said. "We beat ourselves. We made stupid decisions. It was
disappointing, because this was a game we should have won."

12-2pm
11:30 am-1:30 pm
4:30 pm-7:00 pm
11:30am-1:30 pm
4:30-7 pm M-Th
12:00-2 pm Sun.

Located in the University Union

Bold
Brilliant
Color Copies

dough & Mercer*
Bowling Green

• Illustrations
• Storyboards
• Portfolios
• Photographs

i Color Copies i

• Transparencies

: 99< :

• Menus

■ -with this coupon- '
1

Il/Tllt'eoty DOM not Uidudc r»
OUHOH, .nl«it«in«» or ltd-

■

• Announcements
• Certificates
• Newsletters

Open 7 Days
354-3977

kinkes

113 Railroad St.

the copy center
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Padres, Mets tops in NL East clubs stumble in AL

Major League Baseball struck
out in 1969.
Strike One: Baseball is thrown
a curve when its all-time hit
leader, Pete Rose, is linked and
eventually convicted on charges
of gambling on baseball.
Strike Two: A sinker is delivered in the news of first-year
commissioner Bart Giamattl's
tragic death. Giamatti, a true
admirer of the game, never gets
to fulfill his dream position.
Strike Three: A fastball of
reality is zipped into baseball by
way of the Bay Area Earthquake. But baseball alertly
steps aside as the citizens of San
Francisco and Oakland stage a
courageous ongoing fight to get
their respective cities back in
order.
And this 1990 season hasn't
exactly been a big hit with
players' new contracts featuring
numbers that would make Lee
Iacocca and Donald Trump
blush, coupled with the selfish

tug-o-war match between management and the players which
resulted in the 'lockout.'
So here's hoping the scandals,
disasters, economics and labor
negotiations plaguing the game
cease fire — at least until the
end of October.
A look at the National League
for 1990.
WEST
1. San Diego — Padres manager and GM "Trader" Jack
McKeon didn't do anything but
enhance his fiendish image in
the off-season. McKeon landed
Joe Carter (35 HR, 105 RBI) in a
blockbuster trade with Cleveland and signed free agent Craig
Lefferts. IfLefferts (20 saves
with the Giants) can fill the
shoes of the departed Cy Young
Award winnerMarkDavis (44
saves), the Pads — who won 29
of 39 to end '89 — should keep
rolling.
2. Los Angeles—The Dodgers' batting average dropped
about as fast as their manager's
weight in 1989. While L.A. led the
majors in ERA (2.95), its batting
average of .245 was the worst.
Free agent Hubie Brooks was
added to help the offensive
punch, but the key lies in the
healthy return of Kirk Gibson. If
the NL's MVP of '88 produces
Gibson-like numbers, the Dodgers will contend. If not, they

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
and

TANNING CENTER
is having their

AFTER BREAK TANNING SPECIAL
(with coupon)

10 VISITS FOR $20
352-9378
Must Subsribe By
4/13/90
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The Brothers fo Sigma Alpha Epsilon
wish to congratulate the following
brothers for receiving awards at the
Spring Scholarship Banquet:
w

David R. Spiehler Outstanding Fraternity President
Darlck L. Jacobs Order of Omega Award
Todd D. Gibson and
Philip L. Hamltton Induction into Order of Omega

w

Phi Alpha, Gentlemen!!!!

u
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WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified
students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for

The BG News
If you are a self-motivated,
results-oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at 214 West Hall.
DEADLINE: April 6. 5 p.m.

will join Houston and Atlanta in
the cellar.
3. Cincinnati — Injuries and
the sorry Rose story did the
Reds in last season. But the arrival of manager Lou Piniella,
or rather the departure of Rose,
sheds a new light of hope. While
the offense and arms on the
pitching staff are plentiful, the
chemistry isn't. Eric Davis
(.281,34 HR) needs to churn out
an MVP-type year for the talented Reds to make a move.
4. San Francisco — The defending champions added Kevin
Bass to the already-potent
chemistry of All-Star Will Clark
and MVP Kevin Mitchell (47
HR, 125 RBI). Catcher Gary
Carter, late of the Mets, was
signed as a free agent to help
stabilize the pitching staff, but it
is difficult to anchor something
that doesn't exist.
5. Atlanta — Last season the
Braves promoted their young,
but talented pitching staff of
Tom Glavine, John Schmoltz,
Mike Stanton as "Young Guns."
Those guns have some horses to
ride out of the basement this
year with the addition of Nick
Esasky (30 HR, 108 RBI) and
Jim Presley from Seattle.
6. Houston — The Astrodome
may be called the "Eighth Wonder of the World," but the Astros
D See National, page 7.

The American League has
undergone a shift in supremecy.
After several years of the
American League East dominating the scene in the junior
circuit, the AL West suddenly
has emerged to become the best
division in baseball.
Throughout the 1980s, the
Easterners had dominated the
AL with balance year-in and
year-out. With the likes of New
York, Boston, Toronto, Baltimore, Milwaukee and Detroit all
making the playoffs — and with
the exception of Toronto, the
World Series — the AL East became the definition of parity and
success.
While all this was going on, the
West was plotting its comeback.
After all, with the exception of
Minnesota, Oakland ana Kansas
City — it had been delegated as
spectators once the World Series
rolled around.
Now there is a change at the
top.

Enter the Oakland Athletics.
With their domination of the AL
scene the last few years, the rest
of the division has moved
quickly to keep pace while the
East has slipped, stumbled and
fallen on hard times.
You need look no further than
last season's final standings to
see three teams from the West
win 90 or more games while no
one in the East could reach this
plateau. And this domination
should hold true once again this
year.
WEST
1. Kansas City — Among Bret
Saberhagen (23 wins in 1989),
Mark Gubicza (15), Tom Gordon
(17) and Storm Davis (19) the
Royals have a starting four
which accumulated 74 wins last
season. Accompanied with arguably the best reliever, Mark
Davis (44 saves), in the game
and the Royals should overcome
the A's. After all. Bo knows
baseball.
2. Oakland — In a division
which possesses three of the best
pitching staffs in the majors
(Kansas City and California as
well as Oakland), the key to the
A's this year will be offense,
where the Athletics will have the
services of Rickey Henderson
and Jose Canseco for an entire

season. If everyone stays
healthy, they should make a
strong run at the Royals.
3. California Angels—Now
when you talk pitching, look at
this squad. Mark Langston,
Mike Witt. Bert Blyleven, Kirk
McCaskill, Jim Abbott, Chuck
Finley and Doug Harvey. Who is
Doug Harvey? That's aU the
Angels have in the bullpen to
complement a great starting rotation. Thus, no higher than
third will be reached by the
Angels.
4. Texas Rangers — The
42-year-old Express (Nolan
Ryan) keeps rolling. But the
youngsters have to pick up the
pace on the mound as well as at
the plate. Ruben Sierra (.306,29
HR, 119 RBI) will have to once
again supply the leadership if
the Rangers are to contend.
5. Minnesota Twins—Offense
has never been a problem with
Kirby Puckett (.339,85 RBI) and
Kent Hrbek (25 HR). But this
year when Tom Kelley needs a
win or a save, Frank Viola and
Jeff Reardon will be no where to
be found, so neither will the
Twins come August.
6. Seattle Mariners — The
Mariners have suffered through
13-straight losing seasons. Make
it 14. □ See American, page 7.
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D Continued from page 6.
are wondering who in the world
will support Glenn Davis' (34
HR, 89 RBI) offense.
EAST
1. New York — The Mets selfdestructed in 1989, finishing six
Smes behind the torrid Cubs,
e offense was sluggish, the
pitching was mediocre, and
their minds often appeared to be
somewhere else. Carter and
Keith Hernandez are gone, but
the core lies in the pitching staff
(Dwight Gooden, Frank Viola,
David Cone and John Franco),
and Darryl Strawberry (29 HR,
77 RBI), anyway.
2. St Louis —I'm not sure
why, but the urge was strong to
pick the Cardinals to win the di-

Q Continued from page 6.
made an outlandish 160 errors
last season and the pitching staff
was devastated by injuries. Inf ielder Wally Backman and pitcher Walt Terrell were imported
to sure up those deficiencies.

vision. Sure, the pitching staff
resembles sick bay, but it did so
last season and the staff finished
with the fourth-best ERA (3.36)
in the league. On a team with big
names, a man with a bleached
burr haircut and the last name
of Herzog is most valuable.

5. Philadelphia — Trivia.
Name one player on the Phils
beside Von Hayes (26 HR, 101
RBI) and Roger McDowell (23
saves, 1.96 ERA)?

3. Chicago Cubs — They say
lightning only strikes once in the
same place. Well, that theory
can be thrown out because the
Cubs repeated in 1906-08. But unless Dwight Smith (.324) and
Jerome Walton (.293) can avoid
sophomore jinxes, the Cubs will
lack the offensive punch to do so
this year.
4. Pittsburgh — The Pirates

6. Montreal — Exit Mark
Langston, Bryn Smith, Pascual
Perez and Brooks. Enter Dennis
"Oil Can" Boyd, Mark Gardner
and a lone summer.
Mark Huntebrinker is a sports
writer forThe News.

7. Chicago White Sox—Thank
God for the Cubs.
EAST
1. Milwaukee Brewers — Why
not? The Brewers have a solid
pitching staff with Ted Higuera,
who is back and healthy, along
with Chris Bosio who enters the
campaign after posting a solid
season last year (15 wins). With
Dan Plesac (33 saves) in the
bullpen, they also have one of
the best closers in the game. But
what will put this team over the
hump? Free agent Dave Parker
was acquired from Oakland and
will lend valuable leadership as
the Brewers take the AL Least.
2. Toronto Blue Jays—They

have a solid pitching staff and
with a healthy Jimmy Key they
should be even better. But, don't
look for Fred McGriff to put the
numbers he had last year on the
board this year. This will hurt
their power and their chances.

out of the way, Dave Winfield
will bring the Yankees up a few
notches. But can he pitch?
After all, this U a club who is
banking on Pascual Perez to be
the ace of the staff.

3. Boston Red Sox — Look for
the BoSox to trade veteran reliever Lee Smith for some good
O talent. Now they nave
on in the pen to compliment Roger Clemens. A healthy
Ellis Burks and Dwight Evans
may spell pennant for Boston.

S. Baltimore Orioles — Not
this year boys.

4.New York Yankees - If he
can keep his private problems

(tie) (. Cleveland Indian, (tie)
«. Detroit Tigers—These two
teams are so bad I don't know if
they can win 100 games combined.
Don Hensley is a sports writer

forThe News.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
7: J0 PM Evtry Thursday
Society tor Cr•■(!»• Anachronism
A mediaeval historical group thai holds maolaa
val-styte fighting practices and re-enacts more
ot the other finer pursuits of the Middle Ages
We meet on the second floor deck of Anderson
Arena.
ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS. PERKINS LOANS. OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRADUATING OR LEAVING BGSU AT THE END
Of SPRING SEMESTER. 1990. SHOULD
CALL THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT
372-8112 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR
AN EXIT INTERVIEW

Lost black and white female cat. Very special
pet 354-7727 or 352-7339
LOST Diamond CJuater ring lost In Union 3rd
floor ladlee room Please cal 353-8788 Sentimental Value!

Congratulation! to the newly Executive officer of IFMOC
Pres.-Barry Fray * V. Pres. Mark Monatt
Sac-Jack Jenkins •Traas.-Ken Beech
Public Relations Chair- David Burch
Activities/Scholarship Chair Joe Miller
Inter Fraternity Membership Development
Council

SERVICES OFFERED

RESUMES
Quality typeset or
laser imageset
Irom your typewritten copy or
compatible Macintosh program
$15 tor one page
Don't put it oft any longer"

Don't miss the concert by Jazz Guitarist
8TANLEY JORDAN Sat. Apr. 7 at 6pm
in Kobacker Hall Tickets avail Kobacker
Box Office Mon-Fri 12-6pm Also at Finders
A Boogie Records Spon by UAO, College
ol Musical Arts & Cultural Events Committee
Tickets S1S SO. $12 50 4 $9 50
($2 50 discount w/vaNd BGSU ID)

Don't miss the concert by Jazz Guitarist
STANLEY JORDAN Sat Apr 7 at 8pm
m Kobacker Hal. rickets aval Kobacker
Box office Mon-Fri 12-6pm Also at Finders
ft Boogie Records Spon by UAO. College
ol Musical Arts ft Cultural Events Committee
Tickets $15 50. Si 2 50 ft S9 50
($2 50 discount w valid BGSU ID)

UnlGrsphlcs
211 West Had
372-7418

Don't miss the concert by Jazz Guitarist
STANLEY JORDAN Sat Apr 7 at 8pm
in Kobacker Hal. Tickets aval Kobacker
Box office Mon-Fri. 12-6pm AJao at Finders
ft Boogie Records Spon by UAO. Cosege
ol Musical Arts ft Cultural Events Committee

CENTER FOR CHOICE II
* Abortions thru 17 weeks
' Morning after treatment
Al personal and private
Proud to be Pro-Choice
16 N Huron St . ToledoOH
1-255-7769

Get the Scoop on
Career Options tor Education Majors
Monday April 9 7:00 PM
115Ed
Speaker: Pam AJen
Sponsored by EESAB
LAG A
There wfl be a Lesbian and Gay Alliance meeting Thursday. April 5 at 8:30 PM. The meeting
is free and open to afl and rt wi be held In the
basement ot the United Christian Feaowship
Cansar
Middle Eastern and African Coffee Hours
Come and enjoy snacks, music, presentations.
and much more on MkMle Eastern and African
sponsored by World Student Association
Thurs April 6 (1 30-4:30PM)
411 South Hal
Take a break and Join us
PHI ETA SIGMA
AN Members
Happy Houra
Friday. April 8
Caaaldy's
5:00-8 OOPM

CAVS * UAO ' CAV8 ' UAO ' CAV8
CAVS VS BOSTON CELTICS
Friday. April 6 at 4 30
$19 lor transportation ft ticket
Sign-up at the UAO office

Tickets $15 50. $12 50 ft $9 50
($2 50 discount w valid BGSU ID)

Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 3 54-HOPE
For info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services

DZDZD2DZDZ0Z
The Sisters ol Delta Zeta would like to congratu
late Susan Frank and Joe Peuano on their Delta Zeta-FIji levakenng
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

The next Student Council for Exceptional Children's meeting win be Sunday April 8 at 8 PM in
406 Ed Budding See you there' This will be the
last meeting of the year

Typing 1.35 per page 354-0371

PERSONALS

WANT TO SAVE
A BUCK ON A
DODGE CAR OR
TRUCK?...

• "COUNRTY PIG ROAST II"
2SKEO*
FEATURING 8LITZEN
•"••Saturday April 7*'"
Wood County Fairgrounds

2nd Annual FUI Ultimate Frisbee Classic
Sat April 7 11 00 AM
BGSU Intramural Fields
Featuring LOVESTREET
for Info 372-8331

WOMEN FOR WOMEN
presents
KATE CLINTON, "lumerlel"
(feminist humorist!)
April 6. 1990. 8pm.. Joe E. Brown Theatre
Tickets $8 12. at The door
Co-sponsors Women's Studies Program. Student Activities Organization, Lesbian and Gay
Alliance Kohl Hal. Founders, MacDonatd
Complex. Otfenhauer Towers ft Lavender Triano*.

Adoption. Hsppfly married couple of 14 years
We promise your chid a loving home and financial security Devoted, stay home mom Caring
dad and one big sister Al medical an d legal
expenses paid Call collect 1-822-9288

LOST & FOUND
Lost a teal Eddie Bower jacket in the freezer at
Mark's Friday Night Any into cal 372-5813

Order your 1890 Kay TODAY

Inter Fraternity MemberaMp DeeetopmeM
Council
IFMOC

Omy$18.»6
Check your maeboxi
Order your 1900 Kay TODAY
Only stags
Check your maabox'

IF HOC

IFMOC

Honey Bunny...
Thank you so much lor taking me to that wonderful paradise known as Wai-KiPhi I had a
great time "reporting to you."' Next time, gat a
pony keg!
Love, Pud

Serioua people 10 toeai weight or earn money.
Nutritional weight low Cat 837-8041

KKQ • KKQ • KKO
O-A-M-M-A
Greeks Advocating Mature
Management ol Alcohol
KAPPA SUPPORTS GAMMA'

CINEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA 5

Order your 1890 Key TODAY
Only stags
Check your meaDox'

The Fraternity Melting Pol
IFMOC

continued on p. 8

UMCKDHV SPCCIRLS

IT

711234 WORTH MALL ST

354-0558 J

Good Mon-Thur
Only

■$6

The Hunt lor Red October R
4:20. 7.00. 0:40
Accepting no passes or discounts

50

■ M»*»R«gl5" WITH
ftNVON€IT€M
Extra items S1 25 ea

Joe Versus The Volcano
4 SO. 7 25 S 9 30
No passes

Blue Steel ■
4 40. 7:20. 9 40

352-5164

Teenage Mutant Nlnja Turtlea PO
4:30, 7:00. 9:10
No passes or discounts
MMtaaroaM Ml HlrWnJBr
FcaM 1 r I w • drew n Ka M»ere.:noa«ve
nouong pnrai kom Beany Far USA I Ofmt
Moae) oerore creep ippauae OHsnmv) wnrn

|
I

Good Mon-Thur
Onfcj

!*4

75

HNVONrtlTfJM

Good Mon-Thur
Onlu

!$3

fcttto Hems 75 eo

I
I

50

flag TO" UJIirl
HNVON«rT»n
C-rtro Items 50 eo

P658^ (OS

Ffl€€ D€UVCRV

352-5166
FR€€ DCUVCRV

OPC-N400pm
ON€ COUPON Pffl PI27A
EXPrfl€S 4/IP/OO

OPtN400pm
ONC- COUPON PCR PlZZfl
eepwe-s 4/12/00

352-5166
FR€€ rXLIVCRV

I

OP€N 400 pm
ONC COUPON PfS PIZZA
etpwes 4/12/oQ

JOE TAIT
OUOU

"WFVE GOT THE PfBCE and THE afiOiVCS?

893-0241

ATTENTION OMICRON DELTA KAPPA MEMBERS:
Spring initiation la this Friday, April 8th. The
Breakfast is at 7am m the Union (2nd floor) and
the ceremony is at 4pm at Prout Chapel Pins
and Certificates wi also be distributed Friday. It
you can help at al with initiation, please cal Michele. 352-0781. Hope to see you there!

GSSfS

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Ill

" Voice of the Cleveland
Cavaliers"
April 9, 1990
9-11 pm at Quarter's
sports broadcasting with the

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

M

LATINAS
Aide. Brenda. Cermon. Gaele. Ingrtd. Louroaa.
Mabel. yMeytu
Its time lo gel excited'
The dance and banquet are tual ahead
Love ya Monica VanCant

Cordially invites you to a
Question & Answer night with

Alpha XI Delta Kappa Sigma
Fantastic job on the bicycle race*
Gamma PI Gamma

---

Intramural otflcejai: anyone that haa worked Baa
year mat la mtereeted In working summer. come
to the M office by Apr! 13.

& Quarter's Cafe

2nd Annual FUI Ultimate Frisbee Classic
Sat. Apr! 7 11 00 AM
BGSU Intramural Fields
Featuring LOVESTREET
for info 372-8331

U S i Japanese Relations
Former President ol Nissan Motors Goto
Friday. April 6 1.163.00PM
McFatt Center

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet
there anytime from Cleveland. Detroit, or Chicago for no more than $229. or from the East
Coast for no more than $ 160 with AIRHfTCH O
(as reported in Consumer Reports. NY Times, ft
Let's Go') For details cal 212-864-2000 or
write AIRHTTCH. 2790 Broadway. Ste. 100,
New York, NY 10025

Help WFAL ralee t* lor the Ronald McDonald
ChlkJren'a Charily nrrMi the 2nd Annual
WFAL Volleyball Toum. with all proceede going to R.M Children'. Charily Team, may
conelat ol up to 7 peopla (coad or not), but
only 8 may play at one given lime. Sao WFAL
tor rules. Entry Fee 115. Capt. »lgn up at 31
Weal Hall- Fee needed at lima ot elgnup. Any
? Call Paula or Sulla 2-21(5. Sea them lor
Sign-up. Tournament data la April 21-Sal. at
Rec Cantor. Sign up by April 10.

Pretty Woman R
2 25. 4 50, 7 15 t 8:46
No passes or discounts

What: 7th Annual SAE Bed Races
When- This Friday, April ft, at 5:00 PM
Where: Ridge St. In front of Math Science
Why: All proceeds benetlt "The Link"

T-SHIRT PAINTING
Pick your own words and have them painted in
a smany languages as you desire. World Student Association sponsors its annual T-shirt
pakinhg. FH. April 6(10:00-4:00)-Union foyer
T-Shirts coats $5
Come and get your International T-shirt

GET READY FOR SUMMER
15 % off al non - presenphon sunglasses
Drs. Beatbe A Archer. Inc.
1022 N Prospect
Serengeti * Neons
Ray Ban ■ Vuamet
Carrera * FlourescentS

L

iii'""|mmijmii.i.iii'

under 21 - $2.00
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KKQ • KKG • KKQ
Angle. Kathyl Angle.
Wars ao •xcitad about your initiation this
weekend al HaadaU! Congraluaaonallf
Lova. your Kappa Setters
PADOY
PADDY
PADDY
PADOY

MURPHY
MURPHY
MURPHY
MURPHY

IS COMING
IS COMING
IS COMING
IS COMING

PHI ETA SIGMA
Arrant ion al mambara:
Bring a Inend to CaaaUy'a Oat Friday Enroy
tree puue. dnnks. and door prase*
PHI ETA SIGMA
AN mambara invtted to
Happy Houra at Caaaldy'a
ma Friday Door rjrtte raffle and tree pizza'
Phi Taue" Alpha Game
The AGD's are looking lorward to movlea with
you tonight"
PI BETA PHI
The Setters ol PI Beta Phi would Ike to congratutate Chris Stecura on her lavseertng to SAE
JoeMeeso.
Pucker Up
Here it comes
rFMDC Fundraiser
Send aomeone a kisa
On sale Apnl 24. 25 26
9 00-3 00 at the Union
Scnor Send 0«
MuaK. lood. entertainment
Outstanding Senior Award
7-9 PM lonighl
Mlleti Alumni Center
Senior Send OH
Music, food, entertainment
Outstanding Senior Award
7 9 PM tonight
Meet! Alumni Center

siglp^
Congratulations Kevin Coughlln on your
eucceeaful re-election aa USO PreekfsnL
The Brathars ol Sigma Phi Epallon
SlgEp
Brother ol the Month
Pale Mallii.
SlgEp
Congratulations Marc Strsbic on being selected es a University Ambassador
The Brothers ol Sigma Alpha Epallon
SlgEp
Congratulations Kevin McCallum and Rob
Rutkowekl on your recent elections to USO
Senate.
The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epallon

Specie* MM Bert at rusTus raYOI to

EUROPE, SOUTH
AMERICA, ASIA

fromrtiWrWtMScawdatMAirlM!
0€STINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
MADRID
ROME
STOCKHOLM/OSLO
COPENHAGEN
ZURICH
FRANKFURT
RIO
TOKYO
NYC ■ L A /San Francisco

CW
RT
$175 $350
225 430
235 450
275 550
250 500
250 500
215 405
235 450
365 730
495 850
170 340

Aod on faros Boston D C . otTafx u s cities Plus $6
Oep IaU; S10cuU/>rnnvi|le«. t5MCurrtvl««rn*y
•tppty an Men GncDon
EurM and Eura> Youth Pines tvttaUt ertneomtti

1-800-777-0112 STjj

SlgEp-DeeGee
Congratulations Mark Slaber on your recant
lavekerlng to Laurel White.
The Brothers ol Sigma PM Epallon
Slg Ep-Kepoe
Congratulations Brian Beck on your recent
levaUerlng to Amy Booth.
The Brothers ol Sigma PM Epallon
Softball Season Is here!
Quarters Cale Claaa D ASA sanctioned tournament Apr! 28 1 28 Cal Mark at 353 8735 lor
detaas
Summer Job? Meka It Count!
H you have a summer position that
is leeated to your major, you may have
II regielered aa a Co-op Educ.eip
Stop by the Co-op office:
flm 218 Administration Building
TOOAVI
No lee lor this tranecrfpt notation

Summer Job? Not Yet?
"HOW TO FINO YOUR OWN
CO-OP OR INTERNSHIP"
Business Motors
April 10th-8:00PM- 101 BABUg
Arts A Sdencee Majors
Apnl 18th ■ 8 00PM 101 BABUg
Cal Co-op Office 372-2451 lor details
THE FIJI'S ARE READY FOR 5001
FUPRIDEI
FIJI PRIDE!
FIJI PRIDE!
The Greek CARE. Fair
April 8, 1990 In City Pert.
1:00-6:00 pm
Don't Mist It!
Today is Senior Send OH
Tonight 7-9 PM
Mileti Alumni Center
Todey iB Senior Send Of
Tonight 7-8 PM
Meet! Alumni Center

TONIGHT
And every Thursday
Brathaua T-shirt
Giveaway1
We wH give away Brathaua
T-shirts every halt-hour
Gel your tree ticket at the door!
10andover

FOX RUN APT.
Two lemaH subkteeera needed AC. wa
aher/dryer diahwaahar Eaay ovtngl $000.00
entire aummerl Cal 35* 8513 aak lor Rhonda
orHemi
Looking lor a Summer fob?
kvWgaN Y OekolPut-m-Bay. OH
• fanngl
II you enroy heving a good time yet aha" need a
place to work, fc-vtng's la the piece lor you1 Pay
is $3 75'hr a free houelng If miereeted cal
Debbie at 354-8322
Need 3 lemalee to eubiet our houael Cloee to
campue, furmehed. aa- condMon. ALL utaniee
pexl except electric! Cal 354-8316

1 F rmte needed lor 90-91 school year E.
Merry Apt Cal 354-4273, ask lor Teffl or
Thonda
1 GRAD or STAFF non-amoker needed to ahare
apt. with studious 30 yr old grad student
$187,mo . own room, avail lal sem . very
close to campus Call Chrielophot 353 2555
1 M or F rmte lor summer 90 and/or Fal
Charles Apia - Scott Hamilton 6 Troup. Very
flexible
Cal Cher 372-5929 or Jenny
372-3435
1 male roommate lor aummer and/or 90-91
school year aummer rent SSO'mon Frazee
AveApt Cal 353-7994
2 non smoking lemalee lor 4th SI. apt. lor next
school year $120/montn 6 utilities Cal
353-9338. ask lot Kelly
Amy needs one or two roommates lor the aummer male or female couples welcomed 710
seventh SI. Quiet Great landlord 1 rm la $220
2 rm is $148 Al utilities Included except elecmclty(dnry$10)
Cal 354-4073
COOK
lor sorority chapter at BGSU Person responsible lor lunch, dinner Prepare lor approx 46
women Forinlocall Dflb372-369!>

212-986-9470
WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL

F rrnl to share apt expenses tor Fal '00. own
bedroom 6 both, air. dishwasher Cal Keey
3523497

17 E 45tJi ST Sule 805. Ne* York. NY 10017
Part of Hie worldmle SIA Travel Neftwili

Female roommate needed lor aummer: near
campus cal 1-513-492-9570 (first) or
353-8449

Hiring detvery peraone Muet have own car and
insurance Apply at PegHale S46 S Main
362-7571.
KELLEYS ISLAND
Porthole Cafe neede
cooks, be/tenders a wait people
Send reeume with
references a phone numbers to
P O Box 702
Keeeya Island OH 43438

Needed-one lemele roommete to rent 2 bdrm
apt. 00-91 achool year. Cloee to campus,
inexpensive
For mformetion please cal
372-1889 or 372-1601

LIFEGUARDS
Gel your aummer Job Ikied up now1
Lifeguards al ahrils ■ $4 50.hr
If kitereeled. contact
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT
3392 SR 82
Mantua, Otao 44255
(near See World of Ohlol

One male roommete needed lor 00-01 achool
yaw. 2nd St Apt Cal Bob or Mark at

354-5834
Responsible babysitter needed one to two
tknea a week second ahitt lor two children atari ■
log in May 1-878-2303

SUMMER SUBLEASES WANTED
2 lamalai needed (o rent house for aummer
OWN ROOM $05 plus uM /mo Cal Marci
372-1983
SUMMER SUBLEASES NEEDED
3 Females needed to sublease apartment lor
aummer Only $66/month & uMbee. Own
room, furnished, acroaa the street from campus Cal now' Ask lor Mariaaa 353 9927
WANTED'WANTED-1 or 2 Female roommates
for aummer HOUSE on 3rd and S College, tuty
finiahed Cal anytime 353 8043. aak for U*.
WANTED: 1 female roommate lor 00-01
achool year Fox Run Apartments Can NOW!
Mary Beth 2-4470 or Okie 2-5708.
WANTED: 2-3 F roommates to ahare large 3
bed house from Sum $ Fal 00 I Spr 01 Cal
Kay or Jessica 353-7957
Wanted: One non-amoking female roommete
for 1000-91 achool year 1/2 block from campus Cal MKheta 2-3654

$1000s weekly stuffing envelopes Send self
addreeaed stamped envelope to Malche Aaaodatee 4431 Lehigh Rd Suite 236 College
Park. Maryland 20740
260 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed, aummer camp In Pocono
Mountains Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohlkan, PO Box 234BG. Kenllworth. NJ 07031
(201)2700000
ALASKA CANNERY and fishing amragymont
opportunities Secure your summer rob Focus
your search (206)771-3811
Applications are being accepted
far
SUMMER 1000 BQ NEWS EDITOR
FALL. 1900 BQ NEWS EDITOR
100041 GAVEL EDITOR
1891 KEY EDITOR
1SSO-91 MISCELLANY EDITOR
1000-01 OBSIDIAN EDITOR
Application t may be obtained at
The BQ NEWS office, 214 West Mill
Deadline: Thurs., April 12,6pm.
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32.000/year Income potential. Dstaao. (1)602-838-6686Ext Bk4244
ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY1
Assemble products el home Detaaa. (1)
602-838-8885 Ext W-4244.
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME1 32.000,'yr income potential. Detaaa,
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext T-4244
CAMP COUNSELORS end ACTIVITY SPECIALISTS wanted lor CAMP COURAGEOUS, a reel
denhal summer camp for people with mental retardation Contact the Camp Director, 151 N.
Michigan. Suite 200. Toledo. OH 43624 (419)
242-4412.

Applications are being accepted
for

1 Bundy trumpet 1140 00 354-4788
12 x 80 mooes home. 2 bdrm. ml t
New carpet, week to campue A ahopplng. Cal
352-4317 6 leave meeaage MUST SELL
1987 Jeep Wrangler with removeebie herd lop
34,000 rneeo, very good condition. Muet eel
$8.000 354-4468
Answering Mechkieonry mo'e. ddl
Uaed vacuum - only $26
MUST SELLI Cal 363-6106
ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Forda. Mercedes, Corvettas. Chevya. Surplua Buyera Guide.
1 -602-838-8885 EXT A 4244.
C50 1084 Yamaha motorcycle. Uke new
$300 363-2572 efter 5 00 or leave meeaage

NEEDED: 2 people lo leeae apartment on 4th
and Elm TotaHy lurniehed. two car garage and
reasonable rent Cal today for more kilo. Jl
372-87ge

Roommete(s) needed for aummer a fal '00.
Own room aval. Low rent & free membership to
Cherrywood Spa. For more Info contact Den at
364-4540orMK at353-6464.

AVAILABLE NOW

FOR SALE

DSL|

Need to subteaaa 2 bedroom apt. lor aummer.
Cloee to campue $305 pkia utltbae Cal
353-3575 after 7:00 PM

HELP WANTED
WANTED

EBSCO Telephone Service now being Secure
aummer position by working now. Learn a marketable ski 1 make money Flextxe part-time a
fue-nmo houra aveaafila (16 houra rrerernum.)
Guaranteed hourly wage plua oaty bonue
baaed on eases. Year round employment Join
Hie fun After 4pm lor appkcetlons Interviews
held from 4 16-5 15 Cal for an appointment
353-6662 113 N. Mam St (next to Davids

NANNIES
PoaWona ai easels locally A nationally Travel
opportunities Live In or out. Select dent families Degree required No lee to nanniea
NANNIES OF CLEVELAND
(216)521-4660
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Camp Cricket, an integrated day camp for klda
with or without a diaabaxy. ■> hiring aummer
camp counselors If you axe klda and are looking for an exciting aummer )ob. contact: Camp
Dkector. The Abiaty Canter ol Greater Toledo.
5605 Monroe St
Syfvania. OH 43560.
685-5733 Deadline for applications la Wed
Aprt13EOE
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Waiters. Walt
reaaee, Bartendera. Bueaere Tanglewood
Country Club. 6745 Tanglewood Tral. Chagrin
FaH. O 44022 (Balnbridge Twp) Apply m
peraon. send for application, or cal 543-7010
Summer Kitchen Heap!
Cooks, no exp needed, but helpful - wll train.
Muet be 18 A over Sand resume to Caaino.
PO Box 13, Kaeaya Island. OH 43438.

Couch m excel cond. Oft. long by 3ft. wide
Comfortable. Makes a great bed. $100 Cal
Jon at 363-6033 or laeve meeaage
372-2161
Four piece drum aet for $250 00 or best offer
Cal 891 -0516. aak lor Chris

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM

Gov'l Seized. Surplua Vehicles available from
$1001 Call for Immediate information!
1-708-742-1142 Ext 1704
Macintosh pkia CMS Hard Drive knags writer
11.6 complete software Cal 877-6446 after
5

Tutor/Counselor
Residential Minimum sophomore daaamcetlon
FourPoamona
I n it ructors
High achool math. Engasn, social studies, aclence Non residential Bachelor's degree required Salary negotiable
Appacotlono avaaabla al
301 Hayes Hal Deadline April 2
Wen ataff. hoalaaa. bartenders
Now faring tor 1990 Summer Season
Help needed lor al shuts.
Island House Hotel-Port Onion. OH
1-800-233-7307

Why Rent? You can own a 2 bdrm. mobaa
home! Air cond. deck, appaancss. some furniture
Close to campus. $5,000. Cal
352 0291

FOR RENT

FALL LEASES NOW
AVAILABLE
INCLUDES:
GAS FOR HEATING
24-HOUR MAINTENANCE

Work 16 houra lo $0 houra per weak out of a 7 i
day workweek (day. evening and weekend
shifts). Our company la seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production work.
Plant location la only 1 blocks from B.G.S.U.
campus The rate ot wage le $1.60 par hour, ft
Intereeted pick up en application at the office
ol Advanced Specialty Products, Inc., 420
dough Street, Bowling Green, Ohio. Telephone 164-2044.

Summer 1990 BG News editor
Fall 1990 BG News editor
1990-91 Gavel editor
1991 Key editor
1990-91 Miscellany editor
1990-91 Obsidian editor

Deluxe 2 bdrm turn apt on Fifth St 0 mo.
leeae 2 bdrm unfum on Seventh St. 12 mo,
leeae FREE AC a heat Cal 352-3445
DON'T MISS THESE!
•01 A 603 Fifth SI.
2 bedroom turn $ unturn
FREE gas, water, 0 assist
Laundry fsdlrbee, prints perking
NEWLOVE RENTALS

320 8. Mem 162-5020

FALL RENTALS
now avaaabla at
WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
I A 2 bedroom, turnahed a unfumwhed
24 hr maintenance
CAMPUS SHUTTLE

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS

QtaOrQVloivn Ms no* Apt ■
100 - Third Streel
1 bdrm A 2 bdrm unit s:
lullylurnlshed:A.C.
Now leasing for 1990-1001,
end summer 1000.
Convenient - A reasonable.
Call 1624066 Som-1 Opm

We need up to 6 people to eubtssee e cute,
cobble atone. 6 bedroom house. Only 2
blocks from campua-for aummer. Reel cheep
end available. Call II Intereeted 172-4000-eek
for Amy or Shawnee or leave a brief message,
House for rent on N. Prospect. 3 bdrm . AC, a>
van for aummer a fal Cal 352-0503 or
354-5856 attor 5 30

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
1624116

• • S » V RENTALS ■ ■
1 12 bdrm. apis avail
3 a 12 mo leases Cal 352-7464
••CARIBBEAN CRUISE"
Register today
RE. Management
505CkxjghSt.B1S
Apia, for aummer & lal
aHavaaabie
352-0302
1 bedroom apt to sublease.
Summit Terrace Apts
Cal 354-1441.
12 month le
wlabie May 15, 1990
809 5thSt -2Br house $45OO0Autl.
424 1/2 S Summit-etnc. apt $195 6 uN
426 S Summit - 2 Br. apt $345.00 A utll
Steve Smith 352-8017

WANTE0I
BGSU S meet quslltled atudenta ee
ADVERTISING SALES REPS.
far
THE BO NEWS
N you are eeil-mollvated,
reeufla oriented, you heve the potentiel
to be one of the highest paid students
on campue- Open to ill majors Muet have
own car- Applications A Job descriptions
avaUeble: 214 Weal Hall. Deadline Ararat).

D.J. and Stereo Equtpfnont
D.J. with complete aound system a aasbla tor
functions Cal Kim at 354-8616

Need lo set ASAP! 1982 Firebird SE. good
conation Cal lor detaas 353 5249

June 24 - Aug 3 (6 wks )
A pre-coaege preparatory program for high
achool students Employment available aa:

CHEAP HOUSING
SPACE NOW AVAUUJLE FOR I MALE
ROOMMATE DURING SUMMER BRAND NEW
APARTMENT. CLOSE TO CMAPUS FOR
ONLY $130VMO PLUS UTILITIES fT YOU
WANT IT, GRAB IT. THIS ONE WONT LAST
LONG' CALL 372-4341 or 353 7888 F YOU
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CALL ANYTsVa:

FREE 6 MO OLD MITTEN TOED KITTEN
Grey. wht. A orange. Lovee chadran.
I'm alergic to it 823-3033 6-0pm

Toledo companies seeking marketing Btudents lor pert-time co-op starting Fall 1980
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES!! Call the Coop office 172-2461 or stop by 238 Admin

■Mfr

One A two bedroom apartmonta • furnished A
unturraahod starting at $360 00 Gee a heal
Inotudod. Free campus shuttle
Wlnthrop Terrace Apertmenle.352 9136.

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM 362-4073 DA YS OR 352-1600 EVE
0 WKENDS.
4 bdrm. house. Large Iving room. Cloee to
campus. Available Summer and Fall.
352-5475
5 bdrm 6 person house 12 month lease May
00- Mey 91! Cal 352-1584,9-5 or 353-8611
521 E. Merry
near Offenheuer
2 bdrm turn apt
excellent cond.
Prices for 2.3. or 4 people
CALL
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

354-2260

JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. lum./unfurn. AC, aa low as
$440 mo Heat Included rates avaUeble Ph.
354-6036
NEED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE APT AT
THURSTIN MANOR FOR SUMMER CLOSE TO
CAMPUS, AC, LOW UTILITIES, FURNISHEO. 4
MONTHS RENT FOR THE PRICE OF 2 CALL
364-sOOO. LEAVE MESSAGE IF I AM NOT
HOME.
NEED TO SUBLEASE 4 BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR SUMMER 1000. VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND IN EXCELLENT CONDITION. GOOD
RENT. MUST BE FEMALE. IF INTERESTED
CALL 164-4060.
Preferred Prooeress lo now leasing for aummer
and fal. Fox Run, Haven House, Piedmont,
Ba-chwood Place, and others avaaetMl Al residents receive e membership to CherrywoodHeelth Spa Cal 352 9378
RO RENTALS 354-8800
Now leasing tor 00-01
1 bdrmapta. to 4 bdrm homes
We alow pets
fjubloooi May thru Aug. IB, 1880. 2 bdrm.
apt. dose to campus Quiet 3rd fir Ax cond. a
patio. S200/mo plus alec Cal Jon 353-6033
or asm messaos at 372-2181.

tummnwummur
2 person, 1 bdrm epartment for aummer. Furnished, al uH Except electric Please cal
353-9549
SUMMER RENTALS
Houses, apts. roome.
001352-7365
Summer rentes). Apartmenta, houses, and
roome Cal Certy Rentala 352-7365
SUMMER SUBLEASEExceaent locetton. huge yard for barbequee and
picnics' Furn . 2 bdrm Cal 353-6980
Summer'Cheep'BIg House'Close
4 bdrm., 1 garage, full kitchen. Irr room. 1
112 betfie, All ulll.pd. 1140/mo. 172-6620

Apt. with central eh- $90/month 1 block from
campus. Summer Nice duplex. Cal Bob or
Dave al 353-7138

Two 2 bdrm opts. rum. a unfum. avalebie for
Fal B Spring 1990 91 Summer apartments
turn, a unfum. also available Visage Green
Apartmenta Cal anytime 354-3633

Large house for rent for summer/fal. 140
Manviae. 3 houses behind Marks 354-5743.

Two bdrm. -4 peraon apta -BQ APTS 818,
822 2nd St. 0 A 12 mo leases 352-7454.
After 6pm a wkende 823-7565.

i Typeset Resumes

i si 5.00?

Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hall.
Application deadline Thurs., April 12 5p.m.

This Is not a coupon.
This is not a special otter.

bv John Boissy

Fatman
f/i|SA

/1ATTI_C=

ffXJSoE^. .

" A cucioud ever

UVVTCME*
|(_>HO

FWOI-V

IS TH>i

AFvt,« .

FATfWU?

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
This Is the regular price
business-like formats.
lor a quality typeset resume Resumes are typeset in two
at UnlGraphlcs.
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
That's the special.

UniGraohics
211 West Hall 372-7418
■Pnct dot nm ndudtux Sacona pegs $» 00

